The Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Ephesians

Ch 4:17-24
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God’s Calling  Our Response
Remember Where You Came From

• Paul’s Challenge: “I insist”

• Paul’s Encouragement “Break the Pattern!”
The Pattern

- Bad Thinking... Leads to>>>
- Bad Understanding... Leads to>>>
- Being Separated from God... Leads to>>>
- Hardening of Heart... Leads to>>>
- Losing Sensitivity... Leads to>>>
- Giving self over... Leads to>>>

Always needing MORE!
Paul Says:

Stop the Pattern BEFORE It Starts!

Instead, Create a NEW Pattern
Remember What You Are Supposed To Be

Know Christ!

• Hear About Him.... And then>>>>
• Be Taught About Him... And then>>>>
• Put OFF the Old Self... And then>>>>
• Have a new Attitude... And then>>>>

Put ON the NEW Self
Paul Challenges Us...

• Don’t fall back to what you were

• Be careful...don’t let the pattern ever begin

• Instead start a NEW pattern
  >Hear the truth
  >Learn the truth
  >Change your mind
  >Change your behavior
  >Become a new person in Christ